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The health industry is undergoing tremendous changes in the wake of the implementation of the Affordable Care Act and revenue/cost pressures. One aspect of this is the use of data and analytics in making better decisions to improve patient welfare, reduce cost, manage demand and capacity and contract based on performance. The industry has been insular, unable to utilize well developed methodologies and technologies from competitive industries primarily because of lack of incentives to change. Decision Options is a comprehensive framework, integrating predictive and decision analytics in an economic framework to enable decisions that improve profitability and long term sustainability of healthcare providers. It was developed in solving complex decision problems in many industries including life sciences, aerospace, energy and hi-technology. It is able to use a variety of patient and hospital data to rapidly build predictive analytics models, able to probabilistically predict events and timing. Such predictions are then used in rules based decision engines to create triggers and exceptions to effect actions to improve patient management & compliance, forecast utilization and demand and even workflow within provider facilities. Such decisions impact overall economics - including profitability, risk and resource utilization. Using uncertainty in all factors that drive the value of the company, it also provides enterprise wide decision guidance including - M&A, Capital investments, Performance management and others to improve overall value.
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